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Report No: 
Meeting Date: 

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District 

STAFF REPORT 
TO: Operations Committee 

AC Transit Board of Directors 

FROM: David J. Armijo, General Manager 

SUBJECT: PeopleSoft Alternatives Analysis 

BRIEFING ITEM 

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S): 

Consider receipt of the PeopleSoft Alternatives Analysis report. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

15-026 
January 14, 2015 

The District has based its financial and human resources processes on Oracle's PeopleSoft 
version 9.0 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system since 2009. Implementation costs were 
roughly $15.7 million, and annual operating costs, part of the systems lifecycle, are $2.1 million 
including Oracle's annual support fees, Sierra-Cedar's hosting fees, and support and 
development staff costs. 

This report presents an analysis of several alternatives, including: 1} Continuing to invest in the 
support, training, development and upgrade of PeopleSoft; 2} Shifting to a model where 
PeopleSoft is co-hosted and supported with another public agency; and 3) Migrating to an ERP 
platform with lower annual operating costs. 

A comparison of our PeopleSoft support costs with those of other agencies running PeopleSoft 
and similar ERP systems shows that our costs are roughly in line with theirs. Shifting to a co
hosted approach or migrating to a different ERP system would incur significant start-up capital 
costs in order to achieve modest, if any, operational savings. 

The most cost-effective approach is to commit to upgrading PeopleSoft to version 9.2, to 
revitalize our use of it through training and process improvements, and to re-evaluate market 
alternatives in three to five years. 

BUDGETARY/FISCALIMPACT: 

There are no budgetary or fiscal impacts associated with this report. 

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE: 

The District's Finance-Human Resources (FHR) project upgraded the PeopleSoft Human Capital 
Management (HCM) suite to version 9.0 in late 2008, and implemented PeopleSoft Financials 
(FIN) version 9.0 which went live in July 2009. 
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The current version of PeopleSoft HCM and FIN have been in use for more than five years 
without an upgrade. Oracle will cease support of the current version in September 2015, 
though third parties can provide tax updates and other critical patches after that time. A capital 
project request to perform a strict technical upgrade of PeopleSoft to version 9.2 was 
submitted last year and funded for this fiscal year. 

Application Lifecycle 

Major software applications such as our ERP system (PeopleSoft), scheduling system (HA5TUS), 
and Maintenance & Materials Work Order system (Ellipse) all have an expected lifecycle. 
Phases include: 

1. Procurement, implementation and configuration 
2. Data migration, training and go-live 
3. System Maintenance (user support, bug-fixes, patches & minor upgrades) 
4. Major upgrades (every three to five years) 
5. Replacement 

Unlike most hardware purchases, software isn't static. Vendors offer a continuing stream of 
patches and both minor & major upgrades to fix specific problems and to add new features. 
And support staff may respond to user needs by re-configuring or customizing the application 
throughout its lifecycle, and by developing new reports and processes. 

The active vendor support period for a given software version is seldom more than five years 
and never more than ten. In order to reap the most benefit from the applications software at 
the lowest risk, customers must make plans to upgrade systems on a regular basis, budget for 
it, and execute those plans. 

For a large system such as PeopleSoft, major upgrades should be planned every four or five 
years. This schedule takes best advantage of the vendor's active support period by regularly 
freshening the application, fixing bugs and adding new features. This also helps keep users 
engaged, and gives an opportunity to address shortcomings and new requirements. 

Support costs should be considered as leveraging our initial investment, maximizing our return 
and maximizing the period until we need to replace the system. A major upgrade, though a 
significant expense in itself, will always be cheaper than migrating to another product given the 
cost to transform data, re-train staff, and (unless moving to a SaaS product,) acquire new 
software licenses. 

Our informal survey of other transit systems found that their annual ERP support costs, 
including annual support fees, on-site or remote hosting costs, and staff support, are about 10-
15% of their implementation cost. Our annual PeopleSoft support costs are in this range as well. 

Every system is eventually replaced, typically after ten to fifteen years of active use. That 
decision can be driven by changing requirements, the loss of vendor support, or the rise of a 
stronger competitor with a better product. Seldom is support cost alone a sufficient reason. 
Given the high cost of moving from one application to another, on the order of $6 to $12 
million for our ERP system, any savings would take a decade or more to accrue. 
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FHR Project and Lifecycle Costs 

The FHR project's capital procurement and implementation costs in 2008 and 2009 were 
roughly $15.7 million. They were funded by $2.3 million in section 5307 grants and $13.4 
million in Certificates of Participation (COPs). Project expenses included: 

• $212,000 for training, 

• $310,000 for equipment and supplies, 
• $347,000 for facilities (project office lease costs), 

• $400,000 for application interface development, 
• $462,000 for Oracle's annual support & maintenance fees, 

• $600,000 for change management services, 

• $825,000 for project management, 
• $1.15 million for District staff time charged to the project, 

• $1.25 million for PeopleSoft licenses, 

• $1.7 million for application hosting during the project, and 
• $8.15 million for the implementation and integration contractor's project staff. 

The District's annual PeopleSoft operating, support and maintenance cost of about $2.1 million 
includes: 

1. Oracle's annual support fees, which provide access to their technical support team and, 
more importantly, allows access to software updates and patches. These are 20% of the 
original software license fees with an annual increase based on the consumer price 
index (CPI). 

2. Hosting fees, which includes the use of computer hardware and software (operating 
systems, database management systems, and utilities) on which to run PeopleSoft, 
remote access, and 24x7 systems maintenance and monitoring services. 

3. The burdened costs of five full-time and one part-time PeopleSoft Engineers providing 
application development and technical support expertise for PeopleSoft itself and for 
associated interfaces and external applications. 

An assessment of nearby transit agencies running similar ERP systems shows that our support 
staff levels and annual support costs are consistent with theirs, relative to their size. The choice 
of ERP system and the server hosting arrangements, if any, have little impact on total operating 
costs. Implementation costs are always the much more significant expense. 

Alternatives 

In 2013, the Government Finance Officers' Association was invited to assess the District's 
Budget processes. Their final report was delivered on April 30, 2014, and included 
recommendations regarding financial policy, processes and documentation, and the PeopleSoft 
system. The report acknowledged that PeopleSoft is a popular and capable ERP system but 
noted deficits stemming from decisions made during the implementation and a lack of user 
training. It recommended the upgrade and enhancement of PeopleSoft along with process 
documentation and improvements, user training, and policy updates. Finance process 
documentation has been substantially completed, and planning for user training is underway. 
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Board members receiving that report expressed concern at the ongoing costs of supporting and 
continuing to enhance PeopleSoft, and they requested this analysis of alternatives. Alternatives 
considered include: 

1. Continuing to invest in the support, training, development and upgrade of PeopleSoft; 

2. Shifting to a model where PeopleSoft is hosted and supported by another public agency; 
and 

3. Migrating to another ERP platform with lower annual operating costs. 

These alternatives will be explored below. 

1. Continue to Invest in PeopleSoft 

Any significant software application requires support and continued development in order 
to leverage the initial investment and to continue to reap benefits. The larger the system, 
the more support will be required. 

Continuing with PeopleSoft, opportunities exist to increase our productivity and to redirect, 
if not reduce, our support costs. 

• Revitalize PeopleSoft by implementing unused modules and developing needed 
reports. 

• Functional training will be provided this fiscal year for those that use PeopleSoft in 
their daily work. This should begin to reduce our support load and increase staff 
efficiency. 

• Documentation and then improvement of business processes, particularly inter
departmental processes. The documentation of processes in the Budget area has 
just been completed, and other areas of Finance will follow. 

• A PeopleSoft Knowledgebase has been started on our Intranet site, MyACT, 
containing how-to's, quick reference sheets, and short videos of common 
procedures. All departments that rely heavily on PeopleSoft are contributing. 

The FY14-15 Capital Budget includes $950k to upgrade PeopleSoft to version 9.2, the latest 
release available. Staff recently evaluated version 9.2 and were impressed both by a 
number of new features and by the completely redesigned user interface (UI). The 
enhanced Ul promises a faster learning curve, streamlined processes, and easier adoption 
by new users. 

With version 9.2, Oracle has shifted PeopleSoft to a different architecture. From that 
version forward, fixes and enhancements can be downloaded and applied at will as smaller 
unit releases. Major upgrades such as the one to 9.2 will no longer be required. This will 
simplify maintenance and will reduce the cost of keeping the system current. 

This major upgrade will extend the system's usable life by at least four years. That gives 
time for SaaS competitors to mature, for our COPS to be paid off, and for the District to 
continue to amortize its investment in software licenses and implementation costs. 
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The first step to seeping and procuring this upgrade is a Gap Assessment, a study comparing 
what we have and how we're using it to the functions and features of PeopleSoft 9.2. That 
will produce a roadmap showing the high-value areas on which to focus, from the re
implementation of existing functions to the implementation of new modules. 

2. Shift to a Co-Hosting Model 

Alternative hosting arrangements may reduce our hosting costs and possibly our support 
staff costs. But these approaches incur significant capital costs to migrate as well as 
potential risks and limitations. 

The District's PeopleSoft licenses permit the application to be hosted discretely at any site, 
whether on-premise here, at a professional hosting provider like Sierra-Cedar as we do now, 
or at another PeopleSoft customer such as a peer transit agency. There are two scenarios 
under which this could be done. 

a. Shared Services Model 

Through the creation of a PeopleSoft Shared Services Model with another transit 
agency, the District could potentially realize cost savings in hosting costs and local 
support staff. This would likely require both agencies to re-implement PeopleSoft to a 
single, common environment, with shared code and a common architecture, chart of 
accounts or business rules, but discrete business rules and data sets. This would be a 
major challenge and require compromises by both agencies. A formal change 
management process would be required including signoff by both agencies. A somewhat 
larger support and development staff would be needed than for one agency alone but 
an overall net reduction should be possible. 

The possible savings of this approach are outweighed by the compromises and 
limitations necessary to implement it. 

b. Discrete PeopleSoft Instances 

In this model, one agency commits to hosting discrete instances of PeopleSoft for two 
(or more) agencies. These would be logically, if not physically, separate environments 
running separate sets of code, business rules and data. This wouldn't require either 
agency to re-implement PeopleSoft or to agree to a common architecture, chart of 
accounts or business rules. 

It's unlikely that another agency could commit the additional resources to adequately 
support our installation as well as their own, would consistently do so equitably, or that 
they could do so more cost-effectively than our current hosting contract. Simply moving 
to a different hosting location wouldn't permit a reduction in on-site support staff. And 
with two unique instances to support, little if any hosting agency support staff reduction 
would be possible. 

The risks and expenses of this model are large relative to the potential savings. Staff found 
no examples of transit or other customers using or considering this approach. 
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3. Migrate to a Lower-Cost ERP System 

There are other ERP systems that might meet the District's needs. ERP systems are often 
categorized as Tier 1, the largest and most robust systems geared to large agencies and 
corporations, and Tier 2 systems that, while somewhat smaller, simpler and less capable, 
provide business functions adequate for mid-size organizations. 

a. Tier 1 ERP Applications like PeopleSoft, SAP, and Oracle's E-Business Suite (EBS) are 
commonly used in large corporations and public agencies. The capabilities of these 
applications are enormous and leverage best practices developed over many years of 
heavy use. Customers for these Tier 1 applications include: 

PeopleSoft- Sam Trans, BART, WMATA, Miami-Dade Transit, New York Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority, Hampton Roads Transit 

SAP- Santa Clara VTA, Sacramento Regional Transit District, Omnitrans (San 

Bernardino), Port Authority of New York/New Jersey, Metropolitan Transit Authority 

of Harris County (Houston), San Diego Metropolitan Transit System 

E-Business Suite- Denver RTD, Pace (Chicago), Tri-Met (Portland), Greater Cleveland 
Regional Transit Authority, St Louis Metro 

b. Tier 2 ERP Applications include Microsoft Dynamics AX, Tyler Technologies, Lawson 
and lnfor. The capabilities of these applications may lack some functionality and may 
not meet the entire requirements of the District when compared to Tier 1 
applications. Customers for these Tier 2 applications include: 

Microsoft Dynamics AX- Capital Metro (Austin)- Financials only 

Tyler Technologies- Antelope Valley Transit Authority, Spokane Transit Authority 

Lawson- Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

c. SaaS, Cloud-based ERP Applications like Workday or Oracle Cloud applications are 
cloud-based ERP system offered only on a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model, 
essentially a subscription basis. These offerings are newer, in some areas incomplete, 
and have less of a track record than more traditional packages. A lack of upfront 
licenses fees is offset by higher annual costs, which include hosting, maintenance and 
upgrades. Implementation fees can be as significant as Tier 2 or even Tier 1 packages. 
Customers for these SaaS applications include: 

Workday- None yet in transit, but many others. Oakland Unified School District will 

implement for human resources (HR). San Mateo County is implementing HR, 

Timekeeping and Payroll. The City of Orlando is live on the full suite. 
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Oracle Cloud Services- None yet in transit, but over 800 others. 

There are other Tier 1 ERP systems with functionality comparable to PeopleSoft but their 
implementation and support costs are similar as well; they do not offer significant 
operational savings. Tier 2 systems suffer from reduced functionality for only modest cost 
savings. Cloud-based ERP systems are maturing quickly but all involve compromises in 
functionality; they have somewhat lower but still significant migration costs. Changing ERP 
systems offers no easy avenues to near-term operational cost savings. 

4. Recommendation and Road map 

Any significant software application requires support and continued development in order 
to leverage the initial investment and to continue to reap benefits. The larger the system, 
the more support will be required. 

The most cost-effective approach is to commit to upgrading PeopleSoft to version 9.2, to 

revitalize our use of it through training and process improvements, and to re-evaluate 

market alternatives in three to five years. This approach requires the least capital outlay 

and provides the quickest return on investment. It also gives time for alternative SaaS 

products and migration strategies to mature. 

The upgrade also sets the stage for the District to take advantage of Oracle's new 
architecture, introduced in version 9.2, allowing the download and application of smaller 
unit releases in lieu of periodic larger, expensive upgrades. Version 9.2 will be the last major 
upgrade required; subsequent upgrades will all be smaller, more modular, and far less 
expensive and time-consuming to apply. 

Step one is a Gap Analysis to provide a roadmap for the 9.2 upgrade. This will form the 

foundation for a scope of work and will identify the high-value areas on which to focus our 

efforts. This may include the re-implementation of modules already in use and the 

implementation of new modules. The upgrade project is minimally budgeted this fiscal year 

for a strict technical upgrade only so the scope will have to be carefully developed and 

managed. 

In parallel with the upgrade, staff will use the road map to improve supporting processes 

and documentation, to develop new reports, and to enhance the overall use of the 

application. This is the "Revitalize PeopleSoft" track on the chart below. 
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Recommended PeopleSoft Road map 
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The District should carefully evaluate Cloud/SaaS options in two to three years. This wi ll give 
products time to mat ure and to better meet our needs, and should provide more data on 
their strengths, limitat ions and typica l implementation and support costs. A decisio n to 
migrat e away f rom PeopleSoft at that t ime would require another one to two years to make 
t he change, furt her leveraging the investments in the system to date. 

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES: 

There are no disadvantages to receiving this Briefing report . 

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS: 

The various alternatives available are outlined in the body of this report . 

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTIONS/POLICIES: 

1: None 

ATTACHMENTS: 

Attachment 1, Background on ERP Systems, Lifecycle Cost s, Risks and Alternatives 
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Department Head Approval: David Armijo, General Manager 

Reviewed by: James Pachan, Interim Chief Financial Officer 

Tom Prescott, Acting Chief Administrative Services Officer 

Prepared by: Tom O'Neill, Acting Chief Information Services Officer 
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Background on ERP Systems, Lifecycle Costs, Risks and Alternatives 

What is an ERP System? 

PeopleSoft, like SAP and JD Edwards, is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. These 
large-scale software applications are designed to manage the data needed for organizations 
with large numbers of staff, equipment, locations, production materials, and the like, 
integrating discrete business functions and their data thereby increasing the visibility of 
operationally important information. 

"Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a software solution that integrates information and 
business processes to enable information entered once into the system to be shared throughout 
an organization." 

EDUCAUSE Center for Applied Research, Research Bulletin volume 2004, Issue 1, Jan. 6, 2004 

PeopleSoft Financials (FIN) and Human Capital Management (HCM) together comprise our 
largest and most complex software application with modules covering areas as diverse as 
Purchasing, Accounts Payable, General Ledger, Absence Management (LMS), Benefits 
Administration, and Time & Labor. 

How Did We Get Here? 

As computer technology has evolved over time, the District's software applications have 
evolved as well. From the 1980s until the end of the 1990s, most applications ran on HP3000 
minicomputers connected to green-screen terminals located at key points throughout the 
District. Applications used include BiTech Systems' IFAS Financials system, the MMMIS 
maintenance-materials system, and OTS & TIS, our operator and coach dispatching systems. 

The Trapeze FX scheduling system, OrbCAD CAD/AVL system, and PeopleSoft HCM system were 
some of our first microcomputer server-based systems. PeopleSoft HCM ver. 7.0 went live in 
1998 and replaced a legacy application. 

What Does It Cost to Support? 

Is what we spend for support reasonable, and typical? An informal survey of nearby transit 
agencies determined that they spend comparable amounts to maintain their PeopleSoft and 
similar ERP systems. Considering the cost elements, there's little opportunity for savings: 

• Oracle's annual support costs are a fixed percentage of initial license costs, which are 
based on the number of employees (HCM) and the size of our operating budget (FIN). 

• Some agencies choose to host the required servers and applications on-premise and to 
employ the additional staff needed to support them. Others, like us, have the 
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applications hosted elsewhere and make use of experienced vendor staff shared across 
multiple customers. (Sam Trans is moving from the former model to the latter.) 

• The level of on-site support staff needed depends on many factors including initial and 

recurring user training, work processes around the application, and the complexity of 

the implementation, interfaces and integrations. 

There are no shortcuts to ERP success: Continued investment, robust support, and stakeholder 

leadership are all needed. 

Life Cycle of ERP Benefits 

"Get It Working'' 

\ \ 
Time <1fter Go-Live 

Courct CG!!& Y 

Alternatives Considered 

The tables below show some of the prominent risks, advantages and cost implications of the 

different alternatives considered. 
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1. Continue to Invest in PeopleSoft 

Risks Advantages Costs 
Limited budget could limit This approach requires the lowest The cost for this 
the enhancements that capital outlay over the next 5 approach is estimated to 
could be implemented years while building on the be $6-10M over a 3-5 
which could result in investments the District has made year period, apart from 
diminished support for the in the PeopleSoft applications the cost of the 9.2 
initiative upgrade 

By focusing on application , 
reporting, functionality 
improvements will provide more 
value additions to the Business 
bringing in increase in efficiencies 
as well as the adherence to 
compliance and best business 
practices 

2. Shift to a Co-Hosting Model 

Risks Advantages Costs 
PeopleSoft applications are capable of District could realize We would estimate these 
managing and reporting on multiple some savings in reimplementation costs 
business operations within a single support staff costs to be $8-10M in total ($4-
instance of the application through the 5M per org). The on-
use of Business Units and Set IDs, the going support costs could 
organizations would have to agree to a potentially be reduced by 
set of common business processes and approximately 25-40% 
configurations-most importantly the through the sharing of 
chart of account structure needs to be resource and software 
all encompassing and will be very maintenance costs 
complicated 
The ability for unique organizations to 
agree to common business processes 
and configurations is critical for a 
shared services model to be successful 

The organizations also face the risk of 
a expectations not being met which 
could result in one or both of the 
organizations wanting to dissolve the 
shared service agreement. This could 
also happen if one partner wants to 
upgrade or shift to another ERP system 
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3. Migrate to a Lower-Cost ERP System 
a. Tier 1 ERP Applications 

Risks 
While another Tier 1 system is 
likely similar, some gaps may 
appear 

The District could end up in the 
same predicament with the 
new system 
A full system replacement is 
not a guarantee of improved 
processes and operations 

b. Tier 2 ERP Applications 

Risks 
The biggest challenge is the loss 
offunctionality and best 
practices; We may be forced to 
have manual work processes 
and acquire other external 
systems to bridge the gaps in 
functionality 
The District could end up in the 
same predicament with the 
new system. This risk is 
accentuated with the loss of 
key functionality that will 
accompany a Tier 2 solution. 
A full system replacement is 
not a guarantee of improved 
processes and operations 
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Advantages Costs 
District would have a large 
capital expense to replace 
PeopleSoft with a Tier 1 
solution, similar to our 
initial PeopleSoft 
implementation, ranging 
from $10-16M 

No anticipated operational 
cost savings 

A full system 
replacement presents 
many opportunities in 
the form of a fresh 
start 

Advantages Costs 
District would have a large 
capital expense to replace 
PeopleSoft with a Tier 2 
solution, ranging from $8-
12M. 

Any operational cost 
savings would likely be 
modest. 

A full system 
replacement presents 
many opportunities in 
the form of a fresh 
start 
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c. SaaS, Cloud-based ERP Applications 

Risks Advantages Costs 
The current versions of the District would have a large 
Sa aS ERP solutions may not capital expense migrating 
contain the robust functionality to popular Sa aS solutions 
to deal with complexities of the ranging up to $5M+ 
business needs of the District. 

The District would be forced to The costs associated with 
have manual work processes the implementation of 
and/or use other external Sa aS ERP solutions has not 
systems to bridge the gaps in been normalized in the 
functionality. marketplace. 
We would be forced to use the Limited change brings No annual support fees, 
software as delivered since the greater application they're replaced by 
SaaS applications cannot be stability; upgrades are subscription costs; no 
customized, only configured included and are periodic upgrade costs 
within the limits set by the applied semi-
provider automatically 
A full system replacement in A full system A reduction in long-term 
not a guarantee of improved replacement presents support staff needs is likely 
processes and operations. This many opportunities in after year one 
risk is accentuated with the loss the form of a fresh 
of key functionality that will start 
accompany a Sa aS solution 
The District could end up in the Sa aS applications trade a 
same predicament with the lower upfront cost (no 
new system license fees) for a higher 

monthly/yearly 
subscription cost 

Here's more information on several alternative ERP systems that we've evaluated at a high 
level. A detailed fit-gap analysis is beyond the scope of this report and would be required 
prior to a decision to move to another system. 

Oracle's Cloud Applications (formerly Fusion). This ERP system was developed from scratch 
to replace both Oracle's original ERP system and their acquired JD Edwards and PeopleSoft 
systems. Live since 2011, it's offered only as a cloud-based, SaaS application, which means 
that it runs in Oracle's data centers and offers a limited set of configurable options. That's 
good if these meet our core requirements as it constrains us from overly configuring or 
customizing the application. This reduces implementation cost and increases stability. On 
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the downside, while a substantial set of features is complete, development continues in 
areas such as Grants management. They have a growing list of public agency customers but 
as yet no transit agencies. 

Workday. David Duffield, originally an Oracle VP and one of the founders of PeopleSoft, 
created Workday once he sold PeopleSoft to Oracle in 2004. Workday offers a robust and 
fairly mature HCM platform, widely used by universities and many public companies, and a 
newer and less mature Financials platform. Workday lacks a few key features that we need 
including Grant management, commitment control, and robust procurement. They have a 
growing list of public agency customers but as yet no transit agencies. 

SAP. Germany's SAP is a high-end ERP system, commonly used in large manufacturing and 
other corporate environments. Capabilities and operational support costs are comparable 
to PeopleSoft, but with the additional upfront cost of new licenses. Of nearby transit 
agencies, only Santa Clara Valley Transit Authority uses SAP. 

Microsoft Dynamics AX. "Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 is a business solution that 
supports both operational and administrative processes of organizations." Primarily known 
for its Customer Relationship Management (CRM) component, Dynamics AX has a fairly 
complete financial system but is weaker in human resources. No public transit agencies 
have been identified as using Dynamics AX, though Capital Metro (Austin, TX) is planning to 
implement their Financials suite. 




